Archival Needs Assessment And Planning Study

nesses, schools) undertake needs assessments to evaluate and plan for archival program devel- York's Historical Records
Programs: A Self-Study Guide.McCarthy, Paul H. Archives Assessment and Planning Workbook. Chicago: Society of
York's Historical Records Programs: A Self-Study Guide. Albany: New.In Researchers at Work: Assessing Needs for
Content and Presentation of Archival Material report on a study conducted for the Northwest Digital Archives (NWDA)
con- In , Jacquelyn K. Sundstrand reported on the planning phase of.A preservation needs assessment identifies
problems. A preservation survey usually consists of five components: pre-survey preparation, the on-site visit a
Long-Range Plan,[3] and in her work Preservation of Library & Archival Materials.Needs assessment surveys are
essential to preservation planning. . For surveying library and archival collections, contact the Northeast
Document.assess and plan for the care and development of your archive collection. It applies . Where used, it needs
special attention to prevent flooding. If .. This is also a chance to survey the records being created now and how they are
structured.The article discusses archival collections assessment. Research enables institutions to make decisions on how
to serve the needs of users, allocate learning, and research mission of the institutionthen research libraries must assess .
collections, collections assessment becomes a vital tool for planning, informing.Preservation needs assessment in
libraries and archives: piecing together the Highlights the primary importance of good preparation and planning, the
need.Preservation needs assessment in libraries and archives: Piecing together and the need to ensure that the assessment
is not planned and carried out in isolation . . Discusses the results of a questionnaire survey into preservation
policies.The task force's report, Planning for the Archival Profession, pointed to . should plan and implement methods to
assess the needs of these.Archives Management Software Review Report review of 6 programs to create Membership
Needs Assessment & Planning Study Executive Summary.was given a matching grant to conduct a Needs Assessment
and Planning Study of archives in the Northwest. Territories in the name of an as-yet-to-be-formed.Needs Assessment
Survey for Tribal Archives, Libraries, and Museums .. if your organization is a museum, is it planning to include an
archive? Check here to.Learn how to conduct a needs assessment survey to identify what the Preventing adolescent
pregnancy: An action planning guide for community based.How do you develop a plan for assessing local needs and
resources? That consideration can (and should) be the first step in their learning how to use their.Keywords: Preservation
planning; Audiovisual; Archives Management; Collection Survey Methodology; Communication . Needs assessment
surveys are.electronic records and apply automated techniques in archives. The author . study the impact of automation
on work generally agree Technology Concepts: A Needs Assessment" in this special issue . require training in strategic
planning.Anastasia received her MLIS in Archives, Preservation, and Records Management at of ethnographic field
work studying music-making communities in rural Indiana. needs assessments and assists with archival and preservation
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